
Caselex is a comprehensive database providing access to global merger 
control decisions, with summaries of market definitions and case remedies 
translated into English across 62 jurisdictions

Tired of dedicating excessive time to researching competition 
law authority websites for market definitions and remedies?

Merger control intelligence that 
helps get the deal through

23,000+
Merger control at  

your fingertips

70,000+
Unique market definitions

100,000+
Undertakings



Global Market Definitions 
Access, identify, and understand market definitions drawn
from merger control decisions of 62 Competition Authorities across 
Europe, North America, Asia, Latin America, Africa, and Oceania.

Global Remedies  
The Remedies Module captures over 2,000 conditionally cleared merger control decisions, uniquely 
triangulating relevant markets with competitive concerns and the remedies accepted by Competition 
Authorities to address them.

Explore precedent global merger decisions by NACE sector, 
market definition or type of remedy

Identify obstacles, such as likely competitive concerns, early in 
the deal-making phase and safely plan ahead

Engineer undertakings that are likely to alleviate potential 
concerns of the ACCC

In the last stages of a challenging notification, ensure that you 
avoid a prohibition decision and minimise the loss of assets
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Enjoy completeness with access to 
international content

Know you’ve covered international precedents by 
accessing Caselex’s comprehensive database of 
merger decisions, with concise summaries of market 
definitions and remedies in English

Improved outcomes while managing risks
Experience the Caselex difference and reduce 

uncertainty with access to the latest and most 
relevant decisions, while safeguarding the reputation 
of your firm

More than 5000 competition lawyers from over 100 law firms and 
competition authorities globally have relied on Caselex to craft merger 
strategy with the benefit of international precedents

Save 75% of research time with Caselex

Advise with confidence
Advise on merger strategy with the confidence 

that you’ve identified competition law regulators’ 
market definition and merger remedy decisions, 
enabling compelling and timely submissions

Drive efficiency in your workflows
Improve efficiency and increase 
productivity by saving 75% of research 

time with access to Caselex’s merger  
control intelligence 

Ask for your Caselex demonstration today

Experience the Caselex difference

For personalised assistance, call 1 800 772 772. Visit https://www.lexisnexis.com.au/en/products-and-services/caselex
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